Information on Coronavirus
At Epicenter we are monitoring the situation carefully as it develops and we are
following guidelines from the local health authorities in all our markets. Our top
priority is to ensure that our community, partners and employees remains safe and
healthy. And our mission is to always support all our members and their businesses
in the best way we can.
Here is updated information due to the increased risks surrounding Coronavirus in
the areas where Epicenter operate.
As the health authorities in our markets have updated the official level of risk to a
higher level, we have revised our routines at Epicenter in Stockholm, Helsinki and
Amsterdam.
Information:
- We will continuously inform our members and community on what actions we
take at Epicenter in each market.
Cleaning:
- Epicenter are taking all measures to keep our buildings clean at all times. We
have increased our cleaning routine at Epicenter. And we are, in particular
disinfect surfaces with a lot of touch points such as tables, screens and door
handles.
If you have symptoms:
- We recommend to all our staff and members that have symptoms such as
fever, cough or respiratory problems to stay at home and contact authorities
for advice.
Community events:
- To protect our members, we have increased and strengthened our cleaning
routine and we will take all measures to keep our facilities clean at all times.
However, as the Coronavirus is known to spread through drop infection, the
most effective way to reduce the risk of contamination is to reduce contact with
people in large gatherings. For now, and until further notice we have
postponed our Community Events and member activities. This is to prevent
virus spreading at Epicenter. As a digital growth community we offer other
types virtual solutions to have events, summits or conference calls to help
members keep their business moving forward
This is a concerning time and we will do very best to ensure that our community and
colleagues at Epicenter remain healthy.
For more information or queries, please contact:
hello@epicenterstockholm.com

